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Abstract
The low temperature diffusivity of nanoscale crystal defects, where quantummechanicalfluctuations
are known to play a crucial role, are essential to interpret observations of irradiatedmicrostructures
conducted at cryogenic temperatures. Using density functional theory calculations, quantumheat
bathmolecular dynamics and open quantum systems theory, we evaluate the low temperature
diffusivity of self-interstitial atom clusters in tungsten valid down to temperatures of 1 K.Due to an
exceptionally low defectmigration barrier, our results show that interstitial defects exhibit very high
diffusivity of order m -10 m s3 2 1over the entire range of temperatures investigated.

Studies of irradiatedmaterials are often conducted at cryogenic temperatures to simplify the spectrumof
processes participating inmicrostructure evolution, allowing valuable information to be extracted through
resistivity recovery analysis [1–3] or,more recently, through direct transmission electronmicroscope
observations [4–6]. However, the interpretation of such experiments requires accuratemobility laws for
irradiation defects that account for non-classical thermal fluctuations below theDebye temperatureTD.

In this paperwe provide a predictive calculation of themobility of á ñ1 2 111 self-interstitial atom (SIA)
clusters in body centered cubic tungsten [7–16], defects of great interest tofission and fusion reactormaterials
development, valid for all temperatures above approximately 1 K.Wefind that even at very low temperatures the
diffusivity remains very high (of the order of m10 m2 2 s−1) and is effectively constant below 50 K. This very high
diffusivity is consistent with experimental observations [1, 6, 17], showing that such defects remainmobile at all
observation temperatures, down to 4.2 K.

The influence of non-classical thermalfluctuations can be broadly classified into three regimes [19, 20],
illustrated infigure 1(a). Below around a third of theDebye temperature T 3D , zero-pointmotion causes
thermal vibrations to be of far greatermagnitude than their classical expectation value [21], leading to an
effective renormalisation of the classical system temperature, and stimulating stochasticmotion of defects which
in the absence of tunnelling is fundamentally similar to their classical stochastic thermalmotion at high
temperature. Below a certain crossover temperatureTcross, incoherent phonon-assisted tunnelling phenomena
causes non-classical trajectories at the peak of themigration barrier to contribute significantly to the barrier
crossing rate [19]. Finally, below some very small decoherence temperature T Tdecoh cross [22] the system can in
principle coherently tunnel between vibrational ground states [23]. The latter becomes the dominantmigration
mechanism as the system approaches absolute zero.

In themajority of applications [19], non-classical thermalisation techniques are used to treat very light
atoms such as hydrogen, where the crossover temperatureTcross is comparable or even larger thanT 3D ,
meaning that the central transition of interest is the onset of phonon assisted tunnelling phenomena to the
transition rate, where quantumheat bath techniques [24], which capture only the nonclassical thermal
vibrations, are very difficult or impossible to apply. In constrast, this work is concernedwith defects in heavy
crystalline tungsten ( =m m184W u)wherewe show that = –T T0.6 K 7 K 3cross D dependent on the defect
character. As a result, the central transition of interest is the rising influence of zero-pointmotionwith
decreasing temperature, which is able to be treated by the quantumheat bath technique.
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Using density functional theory (DFT) calculations, wefind an extremely small single SIA crowdion [7]
migration barrier of 2 meV (figure 1), which has an associated crossover temperature Tcross of around 0.6 K.
Similar calculations for a vacancy defect, which has amigration barrier of 1.78 eV [18], yields a higher crossover
temperature of 7 K, though due to the largemigration barrier the vacancy hopping rate will be negligible at all
temperatures where quantumfluctuations have a large influence.

In this paperwe focus on the highlymobile interstitial defects which dominate the kinetics of post irradiation
annealing,meaningwe can ignore all tunnelling phenomena above 1 K for interstitial defects and consider only
the effect of zero-point fluctuations through the use of quantumheat bathmolecular dynamics [24], which
captures the quantumdistribution of thermal vibrations. The results of our simulations arewell described by a
theoretical expression derived through the use of open quantum systems (OQS) theory [23] and previous work
on the coupling of defects and thermal vibrations [8, 16], whichwe then generalize to larger SIA clusters.

Static calculation of the crowdionmigration barrier

To accurately determine themigration barrier for a crowdion defect in tungsten, we performed ab initio
calculations using theVASP package [25, 26], with the AM05 [27] pseudopotential including 12 valence
electrons. The simulation supercell contained 129 atoms, with 5× 5× 5 gamma-point centered k-point grid and
a plane-wave energy cutoff of 450 eV. The ion positions and simulation box shape of the 111 crowdion and 111
dumbbell structures were fully relaxedwith energy and force convergence at -10 7 eV and -10 4 eV -Å 1. To
determine the energy barrier the nudged elastic bandmethod [28] calculations were performed using seven
images between the ground state and saddle point. After completing the calculations, elastic corrections, as
proposed and implemented byVarvenne et al [29], were applied to eliminate the effect of elastic periodic image
interactions on the system energy. The results of these calculations are shown infigure 1(b), alongwith similar
calculations [30] performed in a supercell of 2001 atoms using an embedded atommethod (EAM) interatomic
potential [31]developed byMarinica et al [18], whichwe also use in ourmolecular dynamics simulations. The
EAMcalculations, in good agreementwith other available interatomic potentials [7], predict a very small
crowdionmigration barrier of 17.2 meV. This is consistent with classicalmolecular dynamics simulations,
performed in this work and elsewhere [7, 8], which find, in agreement with experiment [14], that crowdions
execute free Brownianmotion above 150 K, as themigration barrier is overwhelmed by thermal agitations.
However, as can be seen in figure 1(b), ourDFT calculations yield an even smallermigration barrier of 2.07 meV,
in agreementwith previous ab initio based approaches tomodel this defect [32]. Aswewill see, this extremely
smallmagnitude of themigration barrier has profound implications for the nature of the low temperature defect
motion.

Asmentioned above, below a crossover temperatureTcross, non-classical phonon assisted tunnelling
trajectories emerge as stationary action solutions in an imaginary time path integral evaluation of the defect
densitymatrix [19].Tcross is given by  w p ∣ ∣T k2s

cross 0 B, where ws
0 is the unstable frequency at the top of the

Figure 1.Above: illustration of the temperature regimes as discussed in themain text, with values appropriate for a crowdion defect in
tungsten. Experimentally accessible temperatures are shaded in grey. Below: calculations of themigration barrier for a crowdion
defect in tungsten, evaluatedwith an empirical EAMpotential [18]using the dragmethod and inDFT calculations using theNEB
method.
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migration barrier. Using ws
0 extracted fromour EAMcalculations for a crowdion in tungsten gives =T 1.8cross

K,whilst using themigration barrier found inDFT calculations gives =T 0.6cross K. This very low crossover
temperature allows us to neglect all tunnelings phenomena above∼1 K and focus only on the effect of quantum
zero-point fluctuations on the thermally activated defectmotion. In the supplementarymaterial (available
online at stacks.iop.org/NJP/19/073024/mmedia)we also provide an estimate of the decoherence
temperature,finding -T 10decoh

8 K, as expected due to tungstenʼs large atomicmass. As existing empirical
potentials cannot capture the extremely low crowdionmigration barrier found in ourDFT simulations, the
observed defect diffusivities found in ourmolecular dynamics simulationsmust bemodified to account for the
discrepancy.We return to this point below, when developing our theoretical treatment of the low temperature
diffusion.

Quantumheat bathmolecular dynamics

As tunnelling phenomena can be neglected for system temperatures above K1 for the SIA clusters considered
here, semi-classical simulations, which only retain quantum zero-pointmotion, are adequate tomodel the low
temperature diffusion. To this end, we have implemented the colored noise quantumheat bath proposed by
Barrat andRodney [24] (see supplementarymaterial) in theMDand spin-lattice dynamics program SPILADY
[33]. The quantumheat bath technique is an approximatemethod to capture the quantum lattice vibrations of
solids, which cannot treat systemswith pathologically strong anharmonicity [34–36] as zero-point energy is
erroneously distributed between all the vibrationalmodes.However, when parametrisedwith care, themethod
is in principle able to treat realistic potentials [24, 37], providing the heat bath friction constant is sufficiently
high to prevent zero-point energy leakage but sufficiently weak to allow correct anharmonic behaviour.Whilst
this is not in general possible for all systems [37], the strength of atomic bonding in tungsten allows this to be
achievedwith a parametrisation similar to that used in previous studies [24] (see supplementarymaterial).

The simulation supercell contained 16001 atoms, with supercell vectors of [ ] [ ]a a20 001 , 20 010 and
[ ]a20 001 . The crowdion configurationwas structurally relaxedwith a conjugate gradientsminimization and

then thermalizedwith either a quantumor classical heat bath for 0.1 ns. Simulation trajectories were obtained at
ten temperatures between 10 and 200 K, at intervals of 10 Kbetween 10 and 80 K, with longer trajectories broken
into four independently thermalized segments. The quantumand classical heat bath trajectories were all 4 ns in
length, yielding robust statistical data on the defect diffusivity. The defect positionwas extracted by first time-
averaging over a period of∼0.05 ps, applying a high-pass energy filter to reveal the defect core, then taking the
center ofmass of the remaining atoms. At lower temperatures, the defect trajectory is characterized by isolated
stochastic jumps; in this case, the diffusivity is given by =D b N t22

jump sim, where Njump is the number of defect
jumps, tsim the total simulation time and b the jump length between potentialminima. At higher temperatures,
typically above 150 K for the simulations presented here, the defect trajectory exhibits a continuous stochastic
motion and the diffusivity d d= á ñ( )D x t22 is calculated through analysis of themean squared
displacement [8, 11].

The simulated defect diffusivities are displayed onArrhenius plots ( )k T D1 , lnB infigure 2. The
diffusivities extracted from classical heat bathmolecular dynamics clearly exhibits the classical Arrhenius
relationship = - D∣ ( )∣ ∣ ∣D T D V k Tln lncl 0 B below 100 K, with an activation energyDV of 0.018 eV, in very
good agreement with the value 0.0172 eV extracted from static calculations using the same EAMpotential. From
previous studies of crowdionmotion in bccmetals, it is known that the Arrhenius behavior breaks down at
temperatures above 150 K; at high temperature the diffusivity is that of a freely diffusing particle, g=D k TB ,
where γ is the frictional coupling between the defect and thermal vibrations [7, 8, 16]. However, in contrast to
purely classical simulations, the diffusivities extracted fromquantumheat bathmolecular dynamics deviate
significantly from the classical law at low temperature, indicating the influence of quantum zero-pointmotion
on defectmigration.

Theoretical treatment of low temperature defect diffusion

Wehave seen that due to the very lowmigration barriers found in static calculations, we are able to neglect all
tunneling phenomena for system temperatures above 1 K, allowing the use of semiclassical theories which retain
only quantum expectation values in the vibrational spectrum [23]. In previouswork, a theoretical and numerical
schemewas developed to analyze the thermal vibrations surroundingmigrating crystal defects, initially applied
to study the phonon drag force [8, 16]. Themethod uses a defectmigration pathway as calculated froma barrier
climbing calculations, defining the defect position coordinate r to be the reaction coordinate along this pathway.
By considering possible structural variations along themigration pathway ( d Îr ) and perpendicular to the
migration pathway ( Î -x 3N 1) one can show that, as defectmotion is not in general an eigenmode of the host
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crystal [16, 38], the potential energyV can be expanded as

å åd d d w+ = + + +( ) ( ) ( )V r r V r r c x r m
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k
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where ( )V r0 is the periodicmigration potential shown infigure 1(b). The vibrational frequencies w{ }k and
coupling constants { }ck are related to theHessianmatrix of second derivatives [8, 16]. The coupling constants
{ }ck allow the defect system to be thermalized through interactionwith the surrounding thermal vibrations,
giving rise (in a classical picture) to a dissipative drag force g- ṙ and afluctuating thermal force of square
magnitude g TkB , where the frictional coupling γ can be expressed [8, 16] as a function of the w{ }k and { }ck .We
have evaluated the { }ck for various defects in bccmetals [8, 16], including the crowdion defect considered here;
explicit expressions for w{ }k , { }ck and γ are given in the supplementarymaterial.

To derive an effectivemigration rate in the temperature regime of interest, we note that equation (1) is the
widely studied ‘oscillator bath’Hamiltonian used in the theory ofOQS [23], which aims to integrate away the
vibrational degrees of freedom x to leave an effective distribution function for the defect densitymatrix, which
then yields a Fokker–Planck equation for theWigner quasi-probability function d( )W r p, r [19]. Expanding the
potential around r= 0 to obtain d w d= +( ) ( ) ( )V r V m r0 20

2 2 , a standard result is that d( )W r p, r follows the
approximate evolution equation [23]
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where explicit expressions forD and g are given in the supplementarymaterial. The evolution equation (2) has a
steady state distribution d d g= - +¥

-( ) ( [ ( ) ] )W r p Z V r p m D, exp 2r r
1 2 , that clearly resembles a classical

Gibbs distributionwith an effective temperature (see supplementarymaterial)
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where t = 0.05C ps is the calculated correlation time of the thermal force acting on the defect [8]. It is
straightforward to show that theOQS temperature T TOQS at high temperature, but at low temperatureTOQS

tends to a constant value due to zero-pointfluctuations. In the inset offigure 2we compareTOQS to the effective
‘classical’ temperature of a solid state systemwith normalmodes w{ }k [21]
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which can also be evaluated numerically throughMaxwellian analysis of the atomic velocities to give
= á ñ -( ( ) )T m V N k3 1C

2
B .We see that both effective temperatures show a very similar behavior, withTOQS

tending to a slightly lower temperature thanTC. Equations (2) and (3) show that, in the approximation of a
harmonic potential well, the coupling of a crystal defect to the surrounding vibrationalmodes results in an
effectively classical Fokker–Planck equation (2), with all quantummechanical effects contained in the 

Figure 2.The results from classical and quantumheat bath simulations of crowdion diffusion in tungsten, alongwith theoretical
predictions using our diffusivity derived fromopen quantum systems (OQS) theory, DOQS, using themigration barrier found using
the EAMpotential and inDFT calculations.We also plot the classical diffusivity DCl calculated using equation (5) but setting

T TOQS .
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dependent effective system temperatureTOQS. Although no exact result exists for the general nonlinear
migration potential in the open quantum systems theory setting, an approximate diffusivityDOQS that accounts
for quantum zero-pointmotion can be produced by using the effective temperatureTOQS in the classical
expression for one dimensionalmotion in a periodic potential [39, 40]

ò ò

g
=

-( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

D
k T b

r rexp d exp d
, 5

b F r

k T

b F r

k T

OQS
B OQS

2

0 0B OQS B OQS

where ( )F r is the free energy ofmigration, given in the harmonic approximation by

å w= + +( ) ( ) ∣ ∣ ( )F r V r k T Fln , 6
k

k0 B OQS 0

andwhere F0 is a constant term that does not affect our results.When k TB OQS ismuch smaller than the free
energy barrierDF , DOQS is given by thewell known expression from theKramers transition state theory [39]
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where w g
0 and w∣ ∣s

0 are the frequencies at the ground and saddle point of the staticmigration potential ( )V x ,
taken here either fromEAMorDFT calculations, whilst the w -{ }k

o s N,
1
3 4 are the eigenfrequencies at the ground

state and saddle state [39], which herewe take only fromEAMcalculations. At effective temperatures such that
Dk T FB OQS we obtain the free diffusion coefficient

g
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D
( )D
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lim . 8

k T F
OQS
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B OQS

Equation (5) constitutes ourmain theoretical result, an expression for themigration rate of a crowdion in a
heavy atom system, valid down to temperatures of at least 1 K. Infigure 2 equation (5) is illustrated using the
migration potential ( )V x0 found inmolecular statics andDFT calculations.We see that using themigration
barrier of 17.2 meVderived from the empirical potential, DOQS is in good agreementwith the diffusivity
extracted fromour quantumheat bathmolecular dynamics simulations.When using themuch lowermigration
barrier of 2.07 meV found in ourDFT calculations, as such a smallmigration barrier is easily overcome by all
effective classical temperatures, the diffusivity is essentially identical at all system temperatures to the free
diffusion limiting form (8).

Generalization to larger SIA clusters

Whilst we have developed an accuratemodel for single SIA crowdions, irradiatedmaterials will in practice have a
large distribution of SIA cluster sizes [5].Migration barriers of larger SIA loops have not yet been calculated in
DFTdue to computational restrictions on the system size; however, fromprevious classical heat bathmolecular
dynamics studies of SIA clustermotion in bccmetals, it is known that for larger SIA clusters themigration
barrier is approximately constant [11, 15], with a prefactor that scales as the inverse square root of the cluster size
N [15]. In addition, above around 200 K the cluster exhibits free Brownianmotion [16], where g= -D k TB

1,
with a friction coefficient γ that also scales as N1 .We have performed classicalmolecular dynamics
simulations of a 7-SIA cluster, using trajectories of up to 94 ns at low temperature to obtain statistically robust
measurements of the diffusion.Wefind amigration barrier of around 70 meV at low temperature and a friction
coefficient of 13 meV -Å 2 ps−1 at high temperature. However, as ourDFT calculations revealed that the
crowdionmigration barrier was 12%of the EAMvalue; accounting for this discrepancy yields an SIA cluster
migration barrier of 8 meV. The effects of such a smallmigration barrier will be overcome at effective classical
temperatures of 50 K, allowing us to use the high temperature approximation (8) for the loopmobility.
Collating the information from ab initio calculations and quantumheat bathmolecular dynamics simulations
thus gives ourmain result, the diffusivity of anN-SIA cluster in tungsten

p g
=( )

( )
( )D T N

k T T

N
,

2
, 9OQS

B OQS

0

where g = 1.380 meV -Å 2 ps−1 and the effective temperatureTOQS is formally given by equation (3). A simple
formof (9), appropriate for implementation in numerical simulations, can be obtained after two simplifying
approximations. Firstly, as g0 is proportional to themagnitude of theHessianmatrix of second derivatives (see
supplementarymaterial and [8])we conclude that g0 is proportional toμ, the shearmodulus. In addition, we

have found thatTOQS can bewell approximated by the simple function +T a TD
2 2 2 , where a is afitting

parameter. Under these approximationswe obtain the readily usable form
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where m = 400 GPa and =T 310 KD are the shearmodulus andDebye temperature of tungsten, giving a

numerical value of m+ -( )D N T N176 85 m sOQS
2 2 2 1.We note that the approximation in equation (10)

predicts a breakdown in classical behaviour once £ /T T 3.6D , in agreementwith a high temperature expansion
of the Bose–Einstein distribution [41].

Discussion

Ourmain result, equation (9), provides a predictive calculation of the diffusivity of self-interstitial defects in
pure tungsten, valid down to cryogenic temperature, which are presently used in awide variety of experiments
investigating post irradiationmicrostructure evolution. Due to the influence of zero-pointmotion, we find that
the diffusivity remains very high, of order m -10 m s3 2 1 for a 100-SIA cluster. This high value, which has never
beenmeasured or estimated previously, has clear implications for transmissionmicroscopy experiments
conducted in m–1 3 m in thick foils at low temperatures [4, 6]. Using a diffusivity of m -10 m s3 2 1we expect
clusters to diffuse across typical foil thicknesses in around 0.03 s, leading to a likely depreciation in the cluster
population even at cryogenic temperatures in the absence of impurities or other imperfections. Furthermore, as
the diffusivity remains constant below 50 K, the effective activation energy is zero and therefore it is unlikely that
self-interstitial defectmigrationwill feature in themeasured spectrumof energies derived from resistivity
recovery experiments.
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